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Let’s take a tour of your average public school or municipal office — a town clerk’s space or a

city public works facility, say. What would we see? Metal directional signage at the front door.

A scratchy couch in the waiting area. An adjustable standing desk at a greeter’s window with a

tall, mesh-back rolling chair. Metal filing cabinets lining a wall. A large hanging whiteboard. A

name plaque on the desk.

Most of these generic government office products were supplied by Corcraft, the branded — and

historically opaque — arm of the New York state Department of Corrections and Community

Supervision. And nearly every one of these items was manufactured by people in prisons or jails

for pennies per hour, despite these products selling at — or even above — market value.

Corcraft has what’s known as “preferred source” status in state law, meaning that our state and

county agencies, municipalities, school districts, colleges and universities, police and fire

departments, select nonprofits and, yes, even correctional facilities must purchase goods from

them, so long as Corcraft makes a comparable product they’re after. The benefit to purchasers is

that they can avoid a time-consuming bidding process for these nominal, everyday items.

The drawbacks — and there are many — include the fact that this unquestioned “preferred

source” status has effectively given Corcraft a monopoly on the taxpayer-funded furniture,

signage and even cleaning supplies our public institutions rely on. Yet their material costs –

recent data pegs average earnings at just 65 cents per hour for the incarcerated folks building

Corcraft’s bookshelves and rolling chairs – are dwarfed by what buyers are forced to pay.



Why is New York charging itself $350 for a desk chair that only costs a fraction of that to

produce? And why is the state turning a blind eye to the inhumane wages being paid to

Corcraft’s roughly 2,000 incarcerated workers in the first place?

Even the most basic questions about the brand — its corporate structure, for one – remain

unanswered. Responses to a recent FOIL request show the entity averages around $50 million in

sales each year, with New York City being one of its largest customers. Revenue from these sales

goes back into the state’s general fund, where it can be re-allocated to — yep, you guessed it —

the very programs that fund our municipalities, school districts and first-response agencies.

If the aim of New York’s “preferred source” statute is “to advance special social and economic

goals,” what is actually advanced when buying from Corcraft? A cornered market powered by an

undervalued workforce and a money-in/money-out mentality?

This kind of circular monopoly is as nonsensical as it is untenable. New Yorkers deserve

answers, and they deserve better.
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